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About us
WABi’s panel proprietary construction system has been 

developed over a number of years to provide robust 

buildings with flexibility in design and the highest structural 

and thermal performance on the market.

We employ the experts in modular construction  and 

engineering and we combine these skills with architects who 

provide functional but sophisticated designs which satisfy our 

customer’s needs. 

We work with our clients to assist them in developing 

designs that meet their funding requirements, and we work 

with them throughout the delivery process, providing all 

necessary project management and post-sales support. 

Smarter, Stronger, Simpler and more Affordable than 

any other comparable building system. 
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Memberships
We understand the need for assurance in the market place, 

and proudly hold our ISO accreditation and Eco Tourism 

Australia membership as two key demonstrations of our 

commitment to excellence.

ISO 9001 Accredited

We are accredited under the ISO 9001 Quality Management 

System. Our independent accreditation means you can 

rely on us for leadership, planning, support, operation and 

continual improvement.

Eco Tourism Australia

We are proud to be a business member of Ecotourism 

Australia. Business members are engaged in the ecotourism 

industry and share the values of ecotourism  

and sustainability. 

The ECO Certification program assures you that certified 

products are backed by a strong commitment to sustainable 

practices and provide high quality nature-based tourism 

experiences. 

By showing the ECO Certification logo, you are guaranteed to 

experience a genuine and authentic accommodation option 

that looks after the environment. 

Quality Certified System
ISO 9001
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The WABi 
Vision
The name WABi means ‘simplicity in design” and this perfectly 

explains our goals when we design and manufacture our 

products.

For many years much of the housing provided in remote 

communities has been unsuitable for the needs of the 

occupants, insubstantial and extremely expensive to 

construct. 

Our main design and production goals for our homes are to 

provide well designed robust homes that can be constructed 

on an economic basis using labour that is readily available in 

the local populations. 

We achieve this in the following ways:

• We involve our customers and their communities in the 

design of our products 

• Our kit homes are provided in complete kits which can 

be transported to site in 40” sea containers, without 

any requirements for complex road transportation 

arrangements. This vastly reduces the cost of logistics 

and transportation.

• Our structural panel system is rapidly erected using 

relatively unskilled labour. This significantly reduces the 

cost of construction and increases the opportunity for 

local labour participation

W A B I    |    C A P A B I L I T Y  D O C U M E N T  
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Our Key 
Personnel
Our team includes personnel who have extensive experience 

in the following areas:

• Working in remote locations providing robust affordable 

housing

• System and modular building solutions

• Construction experience to assist our customers with 

the installation process.

• Architectural design to meet customers requirements

• Project management to assist customers with the 

delivery of their projects

• Engagement with indigenous communities across 

northern Australia.

KARL PLUNKETT 
Director and Owner

Karl Plunkett goes by many titles. A Developer, who 

established successful building company, Australian Eco 

Constructions Pty Ltd, in 1996. An Owner, specifically of 

Ramada Eco Beach in Broome where he first commenced 

working on the prototype eco tents, eco modules and 

gazebos that have now become Eco Structures Australia’s 

core products. But above all, he is a Discoverer. 

When others ask, “Are we there yet?”, Karl asks “Where to 

next?”. With a motto of building for the future, Karl draws on 

more than 25 years of building and construction experience 

matched with a proven ability to complete projects on time 

and within budget to understand the unique challenges of 

tourism developers looking for cost-effective solutions based 

on environmentally sustainable principles. 

For Karl, designing our products is about seeing the world 

through the eyes of his clients in order to expose travellers 

to new experiences, teach life lessons, ‘switch’ off, disconnect, 

and reconnect with nature. It’s all about reciprocal trust – by 

making people available, standing by his product and doing 

the right thing first time, Karl creates platforms to create 

powerful experiences that burn into traveller memories.
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TIM WALKER
General Manager 
 

Tim has over 30 year’s experience in the engineering and 

construction industry. He has held senior roles in the 

energy, infrastructure and building sectors and has been 

involved in some of the largest projects executed in the 

southern hemisphere.  He has qualifications in project 

management, quantity surveying and law. 

During his career he has worked in Europe and Central 

and South East Asia, but has now been based in Western 

Australia for over 20 years   

Tim has been involved with Eco Structures since 2008, 

having assisted with the re-development of the Ramada 

Eco Beach resort and refurbishment of the Cable Beach 

club in Broome. 

ALAN BURGESS
Technical Manager 
 

Alan has been involved in the construction industry 

for over 20 years in both the UK and Australia.  He has 

held senior technical roles with major modular building 

companies where he has lead research and development 

teams. 

Alan has worked with Eco Structure for over five years 

and he has been integral in the development of the WABi 

system. He is responsible for research and development, 

securing of patents and for the management of all 

technical issues related to product delivery

SEAN CONNOLLY  
Structural Mechanical CAD Designer  

Sean Connolly is a Product Designer who created Model-IT 

(WA) Pty Ltd in 2002 which specializes in 3d CAD design  

of Steel structures & Mechanical Equipment, he has 

over 25 year’s experience in Structural design of tents 

structures, modular buildings, residential, commercial & 

industrial projects. 

WING HING CHONG  
Design & Architectural  

Wing is our senior Architect . His approach to design is to 

create sustainable, confident Architecture that captures 

nature’s offerings, ultimately delivering solutions that have 

the least harmful effect on the environment. He strives to 

find balance between functionality and aesthetics whilst 

continuously working with the clients to ensure a result 

which exceeds their initial expectation within the project 

idea and budget.  

NICK PARISH
Project Delivery Manager

Nick leads our procurement team. He develops and 

ensures the timely implementation of project schedules. 

He is involved in the set-up of estimates, the budgets and 

the construction timetable for clients and assists with the 

development and implementation of the construction 

strategy. Nick has extensive experience working in regional 

areas on indigenous and affordable housing projects, as well 

as major residential and tourism developments across the 

globe.
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Rapid Delivery

Design

Our structural steel frames and our PIR panels have been 

developed using our proprietary designs that have been 

used around the world for many years.

Our system is a modular which enables rapid design, whilst 

maintaining flexibility in layout to meet our customers 

requirements.

Once we have agreed upon the final designs detailed 

engineering drawings can be rapidly produced from standard 

details in a fraction of the time taken in a normal design 

process.

Manufacture and Supply

Due to the modular nature our system, components can be 

delivered from stock or rapidly fabricated by our tried tested 

suppliers. This allows overall delivery of the products within 

approximately 9 weeks from the approval of design drawings.

We have agreed suppliers that we have worked with over 

a number of years and we deliver products under our ISO 

9001 accredited quality management system.

Whenever possible we maximize the use of Australian 

companies in our buildings and our suppliers include:

• Bluescope Steel 

• Hume cement boarding

• Bunnings warehouse

W A B I    |    C A P A B I L I T Y  D O C U M E N T 
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Project Management

We partner with our customers at every stage of the design 

and delivery process and we are able to provide the following 

support services:

• Development of project schedules and budgets

• Resource estimating, including labour forecasting

• Obtaining building regulation and design approvals

• Expediting and procurement support

• Training of personnel

• Supervision and construction management

Speedy Assembly

WABi Homes can be assembled far more quickly than any 

equivalent traditionally built or system home.  A typical 

construction schedule for a 60 m2 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom 

home is as follows

• Installation of Eco anchor Foundations  - 1 day

• Erection of the structural frame – 4 days

• Erection of wall panels - 3 days

• Erection of roof– 4 days

• External wall finishes – 3 days

• Electrical and Plumbing – 2 days

• External & Internal Finishing – 7  days 

 

Total Build – 25 days
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Structural Steel 
Framing System
Our structural framing systems have been refined over years to provide:

Strength: 
Our structural systems are rated to Region D (Cyclone) making them the 

strongest structural system components on the market. 

Durability:
Is achieved by using the highest standard of materials for all steel 

components which are fully hot dip galvanized. Purlins are coated to Z350 

w and upgraded to Z450 in marine locations.

Rapid Assembly:
Our structural kits are provided with all components cut to length with 

all fixings provided. We provide full installation details which enable 

structures to be rapidly assembled using relatively unskilled labour and 

there are no requirements for major construction plant or equipment 

such as cranes.
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All kits come with full assembly instructions and 

all parts are numbered and referenced to the 

installation drawings.

Colorbond Roof Sheets and 

flushings pre-cut for ease of 

installation.

Roofing and ceiling system 

are easily assembled using 

proprietary brackets.

Cabling and pipework are run 

within the wall system during 

installation alleviating the need for 

chases or conduits.
Wabi panel system is manually 

installed using glued connections.

Deck kits can be used to link 

buildings together for community 

and outdoor living.

Bathrooms can be built within 

the cabin or added as a pre-

assembled pod.

Hot dipped structural steel 

frames and purlins are easily 

assembled using semi-skilled 

manual labour.

Patented Eco Anchors are 

installed without the need 

for concrete or mechanical 

equipment. 

Raise kits enable buildings to 

be installed on uneven ground 

without bulk earthworks. 
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WABi Wall 
Panel System

Our WABi wall panels are the highest performing 

proprietary structural insulated panels (SIP) on the market.

 

Panels are 75 mm thick and are constructed using a frame 

of fibre reinforce plastic (FRP) pultrusion with cement sheet 

boarding on either side.  The panels is then injected under 

pressure with Polyisocyanurate (PIR) foam injected.  

They are connected at the floor and ceiling using a 

standard interlocking pultrusion track that is glued or 

screwed in position. Panels are then located on the track 

and adjacent panels are connected using an interlocking 

pultrusion glued in position. 

Our panels have the following advantages:

Thermal Efficiency:
We are able to achieve a thermal efficiency rating of R3, 

using PIR, which is the highest thermally efficient foam 

currently available on the market.

Structural Integrity:
Due to the manufacturing process our panels are fully 

bonded, solid and extremely robust.  Unlike other SIP’s 

which have less dense foams or fiber insulation, WABi 

panels are able to withstand extreme impacts, and this 

makes them ideally suited for use in affordable housing.

Electrical and Plumbing:
Electrical cable and pipework is run between the panels in 

the hollow pultrusion, alleviating the need for complex and 

messy chasing or the installation of conduits.

Ease of Assembly:
Our panels are delivered in standard sizes, of either 900 

mm or 600 mm width by 2700 in height. Each panel 

can be easily lifted into position by a small team without 

the need for mechanical plant. Joints are glued, with 

no requirements for mechanical fixings, which further 

enhances the structural integrity of the system.

Internal and External Finishes:
Due to the manufacturing process, the panels are 

extremely flat and are suitable for the application of almost 

any finish without significant preparation.  Internally faces 

can painted directly for affordable housing situations or 

alternatively flushed and finished to a high standard for 

residential accommodation. On external faces a flexible 

finish can be applied, or alternatively sheeting can be fixed, 

such as Colorbond or Hardiplank
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WABi Wall 
Panel System
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WABi Roof 
and Ceiling 
Systems

Our WABi roofing and ceiling systems are designed to 

match the modular dimensions of our homes and they are 

delivered as complete kits, including all of the necessary 

fittings and fittings and finishes. 

All components are made from Z350 treated steel, which 

are cut to length and referenced to the part number noted 

on the relevant drawing.  If steel roof sheeting is specified, 

this is provided by Colorbond and panels and flashings 

are cut to size. Insulation and sarking materials are also 

provided.

Alternative roofing finishes may also be provided, such as 

stretched roofs or PVC Shades

Our roof system has the following advantages:

Lightweight but strong:
Our roof ceiling systems have been engineering to ensure 

that they are lightweight yet robust and they are capable of 

meeting Region D (cyclone) rating requirements.

Ease of erection:
There is no requirement for measuring or cutting materials 

on site and no requirements for significant plant or 

equipment. Provided that the instructions are followed, 

roofs and ceiling can be erected in a fraction of the time of 

a traditional roof.
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Eco Anchor 
Foundations 

The Eco Anchor is patented technology that offers an 

innovative foundation system for our cabins and homes and 

eliminates the requirements for cast insitu concrete footings

The system comprises of a bearing plate, from which with four 

drive rods are installed into the ground in order to provide 

horizontal vertical support and stability.  The rods are driven 

into the ground using a pneumatic hammer and once installed 

they form a structurally stable and level footing system.

The Eco Anchor system has the following advantages:

Ease of Installation: 
The footings for a building can be installed in a fraction of 

the time and there is no requirement for excavation plant or 

concrete materials.

Ground suitability: 
The Eco Anchor system can be installed in a range of ground 

conditions and there is no need to level the ground prior to 

installation.  Our system has a range of fitting that can provide 

horizontal and vertical adjustment to ensure that buildings are 

installed level and in the correct alignment.

Environmentally friendly
Minimal impact to the ground surface combined with a 

relatively small footprint offers an environmentally friendly 

option compared to conventional foundation systems.

Cost Effective: 
Eco anchors can be installed at a fraction of the cost of 

conventional footings, particularly in remote locations where 

concrete and construction plant is not readily available.
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Product 
warranty

MATERIALS:

Flooring external WPC Board:
• 5 Year Limited Warranty

• Estimated life 10 years

Floor Joist and bearers  
Blue Scope Lysaght 200C
• 10 Year Limited Warranty

• Estimated life 20 years

Steel Structural Frame
• 15 Year Warranty

• Hot dipped galvanized steel

• Estimated life 25 - 50 years.

W A B I    |    C A P A B I L I T Y  D O C U M E N T  
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Steel warranty
The life expectancy of galvanized coatings on typical 

structural members is far in excess of 50 years in most rural 

environments, and 20 to 25 years plus, even in severe urban 

and coastal exposure. 

Our Eco Structures warranty covers the structural frame 

from breaking, The Galvanize Coating becoming brittle and 

cracking exposing the steel to the atmosphere/rust providing 

our steel specification recommendations M1031_A6 Sheet 2 

Specifications are followed. 

This warranty does not cover labour costs, only product 

replacement and freight. 

Steel is not warranted against improper use and must be 

installed as per installation guidelines. 

Warranty does not cover:  

1. Abrasion:  

Causing the removal of the protective metal surface.  

(The soft Zinc coating on galvanised iron and steel) making  

it vulnerable to abrasion damage.  

2. Stress:  

Stress to the steel during or after install. 

This warranty is only affected by the first buyer; it can’t be 

transferred to others. The purchase contract and relevant 

documents should be showed when the claims happened. 
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Eco Decking 
warranty
Under normal conditions ECO DECKING will be free from 

material defects from the original purchaser for a Five Year 

period. The warranty covers splintering, cracking, rotting, and 

termite effect. 

The Limited warranty of Five Years from original purchase 

date under normal conditions covers material replacement 

during the first 3 years. Then pro-rata amount equal to 10% 

of the purchase value for years 4 - 5. 

This warranty does not cover labour costs, only product 

replacement and freight. 

ECO DECKING is not warranted against improper use and 

must be installed as per installation guidelines. 

Warranty does not cover: 

• Improper Handling 

• Storage abuse 

• Variations of colour change 

• Any acts of God 

• Incorrect Installation.

This warranty is only affected by the first buyer; it can’t be 

transferred to others. The purchase contract and relevant 

documents should be showed when the claims happened.
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